
Sw ing Theory
The work of psychologist Dean Keith Simonton is incredibly helpful when thinking about our personal
batting problem and the longevity of our hustle. His constant-probability-of-success model suggests that
once we achieve competence in our fields, our professional batting averages are firmly fixed. All of the
things that make us productive in our unique ways—our nature, nurture, and our current environment—
are no longer malleable nor improvable. That means that once professional competence is reached, the
most successful people are not the ones with the best batting averages; the most successful just get up to
bat the most.

If you’re extraordinarily special, a Jedi like Luke Skywalker, you might find this depressing. If you’re
an ordinary palooka, like Rocky Balboa, you know that this is great news. Let’s see why.

In professional baseball, if you consistently hit .300, which means you hit the ball to get on base in 3
out of 10 times at bat, you are a great baseball player. If you hit .200 (2 hits out of 10 at bats), you are
of below average quality. For instance:

PLA Y ER BA T T ING A V ERA GE A T  BA T S HIT S QUA LIT Y  OF BA SEBA LL PLA Y ER QUA LIT Y  OF HUST LE
Luke Skywalker .300 1,000 300 Great A verage

Rocky Balboa .200 1,000 200 Below A verage A verage

Simonton’s research suggests that it’s very difficult for a player to do anything about their batting
average once they reach a certain level. If Rocky and Luke both wait around for perfect pitches and
swing only at those, then Rocky will always have fewer hits.

But step back from the statistics and think for a minute: What matters most when it comes to who
wins the game? It’s not about who has the best batting average, it’s who has the most hits.

Rocky’s dilemma about how to become a better player is a false dichotomy: He should stop waiting
for the perfect pitch and stop worrying about improving his batting average. If Rocky just gets up to bat
more often, suddenly his actual impact on the game looks different.

PLA Y ER BA T T ING A V ERA GE A T  BA T S HIT S QUA LIT Y  OF BA SEBA LL PLA Y ER QUA LIT Y  OF HUST LE
Luke Skywalker .300 1,000 300 Who cares? A verage

Rocky Balboa .200 2,000 400 Who cares? Great

Simonton’s work is so exciting for hustlers because it emphasizes that we shouldn’t agonize about
whether we hit a single or strike out during the next at bat—we should just concentrate on getting up to
bat. It doesn’t matter if swinging more means missing more; doing the wrong thing (falling in love with
the wrong type of person, taking a job for the wrong reasons, trying to become someone you are
incapable of becoming) is amazingly helpful because it will be a wonderful assist in telling you what that
right thing is.

And the best news is that life isn’t like baseball—you don’t have to wait your turn, you can
take as many at bats as you like.

You will strike out. We all do. But remember, avoiding failure isn’t the goal. And unlike in baseball,
you get to stay in the game and take another turn at bat. If you’re Luke, you may want to start looking
over your shoulder; Rocky is coming for you.

Yet the question remains, how does Rocky discover his next at-bat? Could it be that he sees things
we don’t?
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1. The Potential Piece: In most cases,
you aren’t hired for a job simply based on
your professional identity and the
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idea for now. The following questions will
help you generate ideas for filling the
pieces of your POP Chart.
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